Dear Ms. ABC :

It would be a pleasure for us to be able
to help you with your query. We have tried to address
your query at priority along with BONUSEs to help you.
Your Core Query or Concern for the year 2017:
“
Dear Sir, your 2017 Horoscope Prediction was on
the dot, I am impressed and would like to know if
I could have a good relationship with my lover
lifelong.
Thanks a ton for your help.
“
Your Birth details:
ServiceName
Compatibility
<br>
email id
xyz@hotmail.com
Month of birth
12
dob
11
year of birth
1980
time of birth
10:45
first name
Ms.ABC
middle name
last name
D
minutes of birth
40

hour of birth
10:45
place of birth
Kanpur
country
India
Planets C
R
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Nakshatra
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2
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D Libra
26-24-05
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Sravana 4
Uran

D

Nept
Plut
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Jyeshtha 4
Virgo
29-12-43
Chitra 2

D

Scorpion 01-56-55

Vishakha

4

myTextBox value is =
 Dear Sir, your 2017 Horoscope Prediction was
on the dot, I am impressed and would like to
know if I could have a good relationship with
my lover lifelong.

Thanks a ton for your help.”
•
You can proceed with your prayers to whatever
you have been doing .
•
To enhance your adoration,love & marriage and
general stability over risks, Jupiter and satrun must be
strengthened.
•
So OM Namoha shivaye 108 x the same number of
times you can would cover Saturn and sun.
•
Donate to needy individuals and old age homes
and homes-to propitiate Saturn and rahu
•
Om Brihm brihaspataye namaha 108 x the same
number of times likewise shiva mantra is vital.
About Mr.XYZ your lover
 He would have splendid appearance and wise

 He would be serene by nature and a decent consultant
 He would have good reasonings and be clear headed
 He would be wise however with a flimsy personality.
 He needs to deal with imprudence and what he talks.
 He have blessing in creative arts-like paiting,sculpturing.
 He may move far from where he must have been born
 He have great period 35-45
 He may have aggressive nature off and on.
 Moreover

 He could be pleased and alluring yet with a fixed
personality
 He could be peace adoring and giving good counsel to
people
 He could have great ability to speak and achievement in
outside terrains
 He would burn money on companions & friends

 He could have a delicate and have a charitable nature
So we have give you all the answers, plus the
measurement of match of success of marriage
and also the coming 12 months for love.
Over all Mr.XYZ appears suitable for you.
Month of birth1
8
More details of the year given below in report.
Your Partner Details:
Mr.XYZ
august 1990
10 :43
Moradabad




Your birth kundli or horoscope compatibility
Your basic natures and what to expect out of the
relationship



Monthly personalized love pattern of yours.

Scientific Analysis

Basic Compatibility Of Both Of You On various
Aspects
Guna Milan
Guna
Mr.XYZ Ms.ABC Maximum Obtained
Obtained Point
Area Of Life
Varna

Kshatriya

Vasya

Chatu

1

2

2

3

Dominance

TaraKshema Ati mitra 3

2

Destiny

Yoni Gaja

3

Mentality

Manav

Mahis

Maitri

Mars

Gana

Manushya

Bhakoot Aries

Vaisya

4

Mercury 5
Devta

Virgo

NadiMadhya Adi 8

6

7

Work

0.25

Compatibility

6

5

Guna Level

6

Love

Health

Ashtakoot Matching between Mr.XYZ and Ms.ABC
is 22/36
Mr.XYZ and Ms. Ms.ABC have a mangal dosha but
not intense.
Conclusion: This Marriage would be OK.

Interpretation
Varna the class as per the Vedic astrology system

The man Mr.XYZ has a place with Kshatriya varna (The
warrior class)and the Ms.ABC goes under vaishya
varna(The business class) as per the categorization of
the Vedic astrology system. This is a decent blend of
classes , the extent that varna's are concerned. You
will be candidly good.

Mr.XYZ will be extremely helping in nature and humane
and he will coordinate in home undertakings yet could
be basic and at times won't not be cheerful because of
little matters.

The Ms.ABC will be all the more prone to stay calm
and keep everything in civility however with an
insubordinate(rebel) streak in her inclination and not
continually taking after traditions of the general public.

The Mr.XYZ will likewise be genuinely driven, and the
Ms.ABC will end up being a strong motivation in his
accomplishments because of her more profound
information about antiquated sciences of India or
mysterious. She will be exceptionally committed and

genuine in her home engagements as well. There will
be harmony amongst them and it will prompt to
flourishing in family unit life.
Vasya
Vashya for Mr.XYZ is Chatushpad while the Ms.ABC has
a place with Manav vashya. This is a normal match.
There might be some sense of self ego between both
of you and because of some difference it can influence
conjugal bliss. As Mr.XYZ could be less cautious and
may need to control what he talks.
You Both could be inflexible by nature the woman
particularly could be somewhat defiant due to rahu
effects and the man prepared to go up against
anything. It could make issue and deterrents in the
wedded life and some time indicates soften up the
marriage. There may be some adjustment issues. the
marriage can manage well if different gunas are
coordinated well.
Tara or the star as per Vedic Astrology or Jyotish

The Mr.XYZ has Ksheme tara or star while the Ms.ABC
has a place with Atimitra tara. To the extent tara
similarity is concerned this is a decent combination.
You Both are innovative( Sagittarius indication of
Ms.ABC/sun sign and Mr.XYZ conceived on august
controlled by blemishes) and share a decent
temperamental alteration. You Both will likewise have
the capacity to see each other's needs and connect
with psychic reactions now and again. You will have a
decent passionate relationship

Yoni or sexual compatibility
The man Mr.XYZ has a place with Gaj yoni while the
Ms.ABC has Mahish yoni. This is a sufficiently
reasonable mix the extent that yoni or sexual
similarity is concerned. You both could associate
extremely well at passionate levels, notwithstanding
the incautious streak in your behaviors. Mr.XYZ could
be a decent individual and Ms.ABC a women who may
get profound into mysterious and profound rationalities
of life.

Rashi or moon sign Lord
The Mr.XYZ has the rashi lord Mars and the Ms.ABC
has the rasi lord venus. He is a social butterfly and
may talk without much thinking now and again. You
both may require some way of life conformity. There
will be medical or health problems and issue in ordinary
exercises and schedules. Ms.ABC would have great
mental ability.

Gana

The Mr.XYZ has Manushya gan and the Ms.ABC has a
place with Manushya gan. This is a decent match.
They will see each other and add to each other's
prosperity. Ms.ABC could be attached towards family
and trading off . Both of you could have enthusiasm for
dharma or religion. The Ms.ABC will persuade Mr.XYZ

to lead a superior scholarly and religious life and will go
good as a companion or a philospher.

Bhakoot

Zodiac sign for Mr.XYZ is Mesha the sign aries while the
Ms.ABC to Sagittarius sign or dhanu rashi.This mix,
however reasonable for descendants, may not be
perfectly great. Let not sense of self issues manifest.
Mr.XYZ may take sudden and unexplained choices.
There could be high points and low points in
relationship.

Nadi
The Mr.XYZ 's nadi is Purva while the Ms.ABC has Aadi
nadi. You both would have great profound and religious
life. There could be a forceful enthusiastic holding.

BONUS Remedies:
Already covered above.

Coming 12 Months Love Patterns
January 2017:

As your natal moon is getting a favorable aspect.Great
time to begin a new relationship
You need to respect others individual's independence
for best outcomes
New relationship may occur due to sun aspect on
moon.
Avoid conflicts due to debates this time.
Have a positive attitude to make new connections
Maintaining your emotions calm, would help you to
develop better relationship
Feb 2017:
Your natal Jupiter is bubbling with energy.
So there might be excess outings and socials- but take
care of giving any jolts to other people.
Attempt to be as sensitive and delicate
You may spend more time with family and friends.
Staying Quiet and relaxed will best choice for you for
better life.
Excessive touchiness in nature should be controlled

March 2017:
.Benefic Jupiter energy continues ,Fun in love and
married life would increase now
.You may have numerous excursions and joy trips.
. You might have new associations as well at office and
personal front.
. Your relationship would develop passionate and would
fructify better in this time
. Your enthusiasm for following the righteous path
would enormously help the relationship.
April 2017:
The malefic ketu sends energy- so There could be
issues on the conjugal front
Learn to trust each other more.
Your partner would acknowledge Your efforts.
Keep away from any sort of doubt from any side.
May 2017:
Moon and ketu aspects could create changes &
fluctuations in the relationships
. Ensure that the fluidity don't affect the relationship
. Travel, change and excursions could add to the
enthusiasm of life in this period

. You have surprising and exceptional social and sexual
encounters with your lover.
June 2017:
Due to the aspect of Jupiter to natal sun , Some of your
old affiliations or friends may come up .
If you need you can take a vacation at these for
recharging or repair.
You will have the capacity to have a for the most part
better time with your companions.
Your Sex life will improve
You will probably consider removing yourself from this
type of social interactions. As you may
• You may want to stay within yourself
July 2017:
• Take special care of relationships as Saturn aspect
your lord of relationships.
New relationships ones may not grow so rapidly.
Special exertion on your part would be expected to
keep up with your relationships
You might be more drawn internally or have some
enthusiasm for a special kind of social life now.
August 2017:

Saturn and ketu both have an aspect on your love life
lord. Avoid any coldness creeping in the relationshipthis would help you to maintain a strategic distance
from getting into not so happy situations
. Slant towards relaxation & Yoga will give fulfillment
and energy in your life.
. There could be separation from friends and family
because of work
. Take extraordinary care of your lovers or partners
wellbeing
September 2017
. Numerous new association may begin now due to of
enthusiasm and vitality you get form benefic Jupiter or
Guru.
. you may feel the energy and get-up-and-go for the
relationship all during this time
. Maintain a strategic distance from fights or issues
creeping in now by controlling excess aggression
.Forgiveness and relaxation is the mantra for this
period
Oct 2017
. Great time to begin a fresh relationship

. Have Regard to others individual's innate nature for
best outcomes
. Debate because of contention of conscience
conceivable
.You may gain in status would substantiate new
connections
.Your relationship may become a force to be reckoned
with right now
.Utilization of your innate intelligence would help you to
develop better relationship
Nov 2017
. Amid this time may confront some ups and down in
personal relationships due to rahu effect.
. Attempt to be as sensitive and caring
. Be that as it may, you will have much family bolster
in this time.
. Hush and pardoning will best choice for you for better
life.
. Extreme touchiness should be controlled
December 2017:

Due to sun and mars aspect ,Numerous new
connections may begin because of enthusiasm and
vitality
you may feel the energy and get-up-and-go for the
relationship in the whole time frame
Stay away from squabbles coming in-by controlling
hostility
Forgiveness is the mantra for this period

We wish you all the best in Life,
Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com

For any Clarification Regarding This Report–
Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id
Given Below:
astrozing.com@gmail.com

